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Abstract 
Tatsuta, M., Realizability interpretation of coinductive definitions and program synthesis with 
streams, Theoretical Computer Science 122 (1994) 119-136. 
The main aim of the paper is to construct a logical system in which properties of programs can be 
formalized for verification, synthesis and transformation. The paper has two main points. One point 
is a realizability interpretation of coinductive definitions of predicates. The other point is extraction 
of programs which treat streams. An untyped predicative theory TID, is presented, which has the 
facility of coinductive definitions of predicates and is based on constructive logic. Properties defined 
by the greatest fixed point, such as streams and the extensional equality of streams, can be 
formalized by the facility of coinductive definitions of predicates in TID,. A q-realizability inter- 
pretation for TID, is defined and the soundness of the interpretation is proved. By the realizability 
interpretation, a program which treats streams can be extracted from a proof of its specification in 
TID,. A general program extraction theorem and a stream program extraction theorem are 
presented. 
1. Introduction 
Our main aim is to construct a logical system in which we can formalize 
properties of programs for verification, synthesis and transformation. In the paper, 
we concentrate on formalization of programs with streams and present a theory 
TID,. 
Coinductive definitions are very important for this purpose. Properties of streams 
are represented semantically by the greatest fixed point. The predicate representing 
what a stream is and the extensional equality of streams are defined semantically by 
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the greatest fixed point. The properties defined by the greatest fixed point can be 
formalized by coinductively defined predicates and coinduction. 
p-calculus has been studied to formalize programs with streams for verification [3]. 
p-calculus has the facility of coinductive definitions of predicates and coinduction and 
is based on classical logic. 
In the paper, we present the theory TID,, which has the facility of coinductive 
definitions of predicates and coinduction and is based on constructive logic. By these 
facilities we can formalize properties of programs with streams in TID,. 
Our theory TID, is based on constructive logic because we want to use the facility of 
program extraction by realizability for TID,. Program extraction is one of the benefits 
we get when we use a constructive formal theory to formalize properties of programs. 
Program extraction is to get a program from a constructive proof of its specification 
formula. One method of program extraction is to use a realizability interpretation. In 
PX [4], for example, a LISP program is extracted from a proof of its specification 
formula by a realizability interpretation. 
By the facility of coinductive definitions of predicates and a realizability interpreta- 
tion, we can synthesize programs with streams naturally in TID, using theorem 
proving techniques. 
The paper has two main points. One point is a realizability interpretation of 
coinductive definitions. The other point is extraction of programs with streams. 
We present the untyped predicative theory TID,, which has coinductive definitions 
of predicates and is based on constructive logic. We define a q-realizability interpreta- 
tion for TID,. We show that the realizability interpretation is sound. We present 
a general program extraction theorem and a stream program extraction theorem. 
The soundness theorem was also proved in [S]. Both works are independent. 
In Section 2, we define the theory TID,. In Section 3, we briefly explain how useful 
the facility of coinductive definitions of predicates is to formalize streams. In Section 4, 
we discuss models of TID, and prove its consistency. In Section 5, we present the 
q-realizability interpretation for TID, and prove the soundness theorem. In Section 6, 
we give a general program extraction theorem, a stream program extraction theorem 
for TID, and an example of program synthesis. 
2. Theory TID, 
We present the theory TID, in this section. It is the same as Beeson’s EON [l] 
except for the axioms of coinductive definitions of predicates. 
In the paper, we choose A-calculus with pairing and natural numbers as the target 
programming language for simplicity, since we want to concentrate on the topic of 
coinductive definitions of predicates. We suppose that the evaluation strategy of terms 
is lazy or call-by-name because we represent a stream by an infinite list, which is 
a non-terminating term. We also omit the formalization of the lazy or call-by-name 
evaluation strategy in TID, for simplicity. 
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Definition 2.1 (Language of IUD,). The language of TID, is based on a first-order 
language and I-calculus, but is extended for coinductive definitions of predicates. 
The constants are 
We choose jl-calculus with pairing and natural numbers as the target programming 
language for simplicity. We have natural numbers as primitives, which are given by 0, 
the successor function sN and the predecessor function pN. We also have pairing 
functionsp,p, andp, built-in, which correspond to cons, car and cdr, respectively, in 
LISP. d is a combinator judging equality of natural numbers and corresponds to an 
if-then-else statement in a usual programming language. 
We have only one function symbol: 
APP 
whose arity is 2. It means a functional application of terms. 
Terms t are defined as follows: 
t ::= x 1 c / App(t, t) 1 2x.t) 
where x stands for a variable and c stands for a constant. 
For terms s, t, we abbreviate App (s, t) as s t. For terms s, t, we also use abbrevi- 
ations (s, t)Epst, to-pot and tIEpIt. (x0 ,..., x,) denotes (x0,( . . . (x._~, 
XII> ... >>. 
The predicate symbols are 
I, N, = . 
I means contradiction. N(a) means that a is a natural number. a = b means that a is 
equal to b. 
We have predicate variables, which a first-order language does not have. The 
predicate variables are 
x, Y, z, . ..) x*, y*, z*, . . . 
Each predicate variable has a fixed arity. 
We abbreviate Y(1x.t) as px.t, where Y=Af.(Ax.f(xx)) (Ax.f(xx)). 
Definition 2.2 (Formula). We define a formula A, a set S+(A) of predicate variables 
which occur positively in A and a set S_(A) of predicate variables which occur 
negatively in A. 
(1) If a, b are terms, 
I, N(u), a=b 
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are formulas. Then 
S+(I)=S_(I)=$, 
S+(N(a))=S-(N(a))=49 
S+(a=b)=S_(a=b)=4. 
(2) If X is a predicate variable whose arity is n and tl, . . . , t, are terms, X(t,, . . . , t,) is 
a formula and 
S+(X(t,,...,t,))={X}, 
S_(X(t,,...,t,))=q5. 
(3) A&B, A v B, A -+B, VxA, 3xA are formulas if A and Bare formulas in the same 
way as a first-order language. Then 
s+(A&B)=S+(AvB)=S+(A)US+(B), 
S_(A&B)=S_(A vB)=S_(A)uS_(B), 
S+(A -+ B)=S_(A)US+(B), 
S-(/t + B)=S+(A)US_(B), 
s+(vxA)=S+(3xA)=S+(A), 
S_(VxA)=S_(3xA)=S_(A). 
(4) (VX.AXi..&A) (t1, . ..) t,) is a formula, where X is a predicate variable whose 
arity is n, A is a formula, tl, . . . , t, are terms and X is not in S- (A). Then 
S+((vX.Axr...x,.A) (t1, . ..) t,))=S+(A)-{X}, 
S_((vX.Ax l...X,.A) (t1, . ..) t,))=S_(A). 
The last case corresponds to coinductively defined predicates. Note that X and 
xi, . . . . x, may occur freely in A. The intuitive meaning of the formula 
(VXJX,... X,.A(X,xl,...,x”))(tl,...,t.) 
is as follows: Let P be a predicate of arity n such that P is the greatest solution of the 
equation 
P(Xi,..., x,)*A(P, x1, . . ..x.). 
Then (vX.Axl...x,.A(X, x1, . . . . x,))(tl, . . . . t,) means P(tl, . . . . t,,) intuitively. 
We abbreviate a sequence as a bold type symbol: for example, x1, . . . . x, as x. 
Example 2.3. We give an example of a formula. We assume the arity of a predicate 
variable P is 1. Then 
(vP.2x.x=(xo,x1) & x()=0 & P(Xl))(X) 
is a formula. 
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Among many axioms and inference rules of TID,, we discuss only axioms of 
coinductive definitions of predicates. The rest of the axioms and inference rules are 
almost the same as EON [l] and we only list them in Appendix A. 
Definition 2.4 (Coinductive dejinitions). Let v= vP.Ix.A(P) where x is a sequence of 
variables whose length is the same as the arity of a predicate variable P and A(P) is 
a formula displaying all the free occurrences of P in a formula A. Suppose that C(X) is 
a formula displaying all the free occurrences of variables x in the formula. 
We have the following axioms: 
Vx(v(x) + A(v)), (vl) 
Vx(C(x) --f A(C)) + Vx(C(x) + v(x)). (v2) 
vP.lx.A(P) means the greatest fixed point of the function from a predicate P to 
a predicate /zx. A(P). 
We define a theory TID- as the theory TID, except that the theory TID- does not 
have the two axioms (vl) and (~2) of coinductive definitions of predicates. 
3. Coinductive definitions of predicates 
We explain coinductive definitions of TID, and show some examples of formaliz- 
ation of streams by coinductive definitions. 
Proposition 3.1. Let v be vX.Ax.A(X). Then 
VX(V(X)-A(v)) (VI’) 
holds. 
Proof. By (vl), we get v(x) + A(v). By letting C be Ilx.A(v) in (v2), A(v) + V(X) 
holds. 0 
This proposition shows that vP.Ax. A(P) is the solution of the following recursive 
equation of a predicate P: 
P(x) H A(P). 
The axiom (~2) says that vP.Ax.A(P) is the greatest solution of this equation or the 
greatest fixed point of the function ,lP. 1.x. A(P). 
Streams can be formalized by coinductive definitions [3]. Therefore we can formal- 
ize streams in TID,. 
We represent a stream by an infinite list (a, s) constructed by pairing where a is the 
first element of the stream, and s is the rest of the stream. In this representation, ifs is 
a stream, we can get the first element of s by s0 and the rest by sl. 
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We present an example of bit streams. A bit stream is a stream whose elements are 
0 or 1. We will define a predicate BS(x) which means that x is a bit stream. When we 
write down a formula &S(x) in a naive way, BS itself occurs in the body of the 
definition as follows: 
BS(x)ox=(x,,x,) & (x()=ovx~=l) & BS(Xl). 
BS is a solution P of the following equation for a predicate P 
P(x)-x=(x0,x,) & (x0=0vx0=1) & P(Xl) (1) 
or a fixed point of the function 
iP.ix.x=(xo,x1) & (x0=Ovx0=1) & P(Xl). 
There may be many solutions P for (1). For example, 1x.1 is one solution of (l), 
although it is not our intended solution. Ax.1 is the least solution. Our intended 
solution is the greatest solution of (1) or the greatest fixed point of (2). Hence we have 
the solution in TID, and it is represented as follows: 
BS=vP.~x.x=(xo,x~) & (x()=Ovxo=1) & P(Xl) 
Let 8 be ps.(O, s). 0 represents the zero stream whose elements are all 0. We can 
show BS(& by the coinduction axiom (~2). Let C be ix.(x=@ in (v2), then we have 
vx(x=o+x=(xo,xl) & (x~=ovx~=l) & x,=0)4x(x=O+BS(x)). 
By definition of 0, 
vx(x=o~x=(x~,xl) & (x()=Ovx()=l) & x1=0) 
holds and we have 
Vx(x = 0 + m(x)). 
Let x = 0 then we get SS(@. 
The coinductive definitions of predicates also play an important role in representing 
predicates which describe properties of streams [3,6]. We will define the extensional 
equality s z t for streams s and t. This equality can be represented by the coinductive 
definitions of predicates. The relation z is the greatest solution of the following 
equation for a predicate P: 
fYx,y)-xo=yo & ml, Ylj 
Therefore the relation z can be formalized in TID, as follows: 
z =vP.Axy.xo=y, & P(x,, y1). 
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4. Models of TID, 
We will briefly explain the semantics of TID, by giving its intended model. 
We will use classical set theory and the well-known greatest fixed point theorem for 
model construction in this section. 
Theorem 4.1 (Greatest fixed point). Suppose S be a set and p(S) be the power set of S. If 
f:p(S) --) p(S) is a monotone function, there exists a such that asp and 
(1) f (u)=u, 
(2) For any bEp(S), if bc f (b), then bcu. 
a is abbreviated as gfp(f). 
We will construct a model M’ of TID, by extending an arbitrary model M of TID- . 
Our intended model of TID- is the closed total term model whose universe is the set 
of closed terms Cl]. We denote the universe by U. 
We will define p(=A in almost the same way as for first-order logic, where A is 
a formula and p is an environment which assigns an element of U to a first-order 
variable and a subset of U” to a predicate variable of arity n and which covers all the 
free first-order variables and all the free predicate variables of A. We only present the 
definition for the case (vP.ix.A(P)) (t). 
Define F as follows: 
Ixl=n, 
F:p(U") + PP"), 
F(X)={xW”( ,o[P:=X] +A(P)}, 
where p[P:=X] is defined as follows: 
p[P:=X](P)=X, 
p[P:=X](x)=p(x) if x is not P. 
Then p I=(vP./Zx.A(P))(t) is defined as &gfp(F). Note that F is monotone since 
a predicate variable P occurs only positively in A(P). 
Theorem 4.2. If TID, t-A, then p /= A for any environment p which covers all the free 
variables of A. 
Theorem 4.3. TID, is consistent. 
5. q-realizability interpretation for TID, 
We will explain the motivation of our realizability. We start with the usual 
q-realizability and try to interpret (vP.ix.A(P)) (x). Let v be vP.Ax.A(P). Then 
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v(x)crA(v, x) holds. We want to treat v(x) and A(v, x) in the same manner. So we 
require (e q v(x)) ++ (e q A(v, x)). Therefore it is natural to define (e q v(x)) as v*(e, x), 
where v*(e, x) is the greatest solution of the recursive equation for a predicate variable 
x*: 
X*(e, x)c+(e 4 A(v, x)) C(r 4 v(y)):=X*(r, ~41, 
where [(r q v(y)):=X*(r, y)] of the right-hand side means replacing each subformula 
(r q v(y)) by a subformula X*(r, y) in the formula (e q A(v, x)). We get the following 
definition of our realizability by describing this idea syntactically. 
Our realizability in this paper is an extension of Grayson’s realizability. We can also 
define the usual Kleene-style q-realizability of coinductively defined predicates in the 
same way as in the paper. 
Definition 5.1 (Harropformula). (1) Atomic formulas I, N(a) and a=b are Harrop. 
(2) If A and B are Harrop, then A & B, C + B, VxA and (vP.1k.A) (t) are also 
Harrop. 
Since a Harrop formula does not have computational meanings, we can simplify the 
q-realizability interpretation of them. 
Definition 5.2 (Abstract). (1) A predicate symbol of arity n is an abstract of arity n. 
(2) A predicate variable of arity n is an abstract of arity n. 
(3) If A is a formula, Ax1 . . . x,. A is an abstract of arity n. 
(4) If (VX.AXl . . . x,.A) (x1, . . . . x,) is a formula, vX.Lxl . . . x,.A is an abstract of 
arity n. 
We identify (Lx, . ..x..A)(t, ,..., t,,) with A[xl:=tl ,..., xn:=tn], where [x,:=t, ,..., 
x,:= t,] denotes a simultaneous substitution. 
Definition 5.3. (q-realizability interpretation). Suppose A is a formula, PI, . . . . P, is 
a sequence of predicate variables whose arities are ml, . . . . m,, respectively, and 
F1, Cl, . . . , F,, G, is a sequence of abstracts whose arities are m,, m, + 1, . . . , m,, m, + 1, 
respectively. 
(e 4i7, . . . ,P,CF~,G~,...,F,,G,IA) 
is defined by induction on the construction of A as follows. 
We abbreviate qp ,..., PnCF1,G1,...,F,,G1 as q’, qp ,,..., P,,PCF1,G1,..., 
F,,,G,,F,G]asqb[F,G],Fl ,..., F,asFandP1 ,..., P,,asP. 
(1) (e q' A)=e=O & A,[F], where A is Harrop. 
(2) (e 4’ P,(t))-Fi(t) & Gi(e, t). 
(3) (e q’Q(t))=Q(t) & Q*(e, t), where Q+Pi (l<ibn). 
(4) (e q’ A & B)r(e,, q’ A) & (e, q’ II). 
(5) (e q’ A v I?)= N(e,) & (e,, =0 + (el q’ A)) & (e. #O + (el q’ B)). 
(6) (e q’ A + W=(A -, NP CFI & vd(q q’ 4 -(eq 4’ 9). 
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(7) (e q’ VxA(x))=Vx(ex q’ A(x)). 
(8) (e q’ jxA(x))=(el q’ A(eo)). 
(9) (eq’(vX.kc.A(X))(t))=(vX*.kx.(rq~[v,[F],X*] A(X)))(e,t), where 
v-vX.Lx.A(X). 
In the above definition, PI, . . . . P,[F1, Gi, . . . . F,,, G,] means a substitution. 
Our realizability interpretation is something like a realizability interpretation with 
substitution. 
Proposition 5.4. Let v = VP.&. A(P). 
(1) Vxr((r q v(x)) t* (r 4 A(4)). 
(2) (3,xr.r q Vx(v(x) + A(v))) holds if A(X) is not Harrop. (0 q Vx(v(x) + A(v))) 
holds if A(X) is Harrop. 
Proof. By the definition of q-realizability and (~1’). 0 
Definition 5.5. For a formula A, a predicate variable P and a termf; we define a term 
a;~~ by induction on the construction of A as follows: 
(1) A is a Harrop formula, then a$sf E Ilr. r. 
(2) ArP(t), then oIgf=Ar.ftr. 
(3) ArQ(t), then a2f -1r.r if QfP. 
(4) A-A1 & AZ, then o~*/=~r.(n~;f rO, o$bf rI). 
(5) ASA, v A,, then a$‘f=%r.(rO, dr,Oo$Is g$ls rl). 
(6) AZ AI + AZ, then o>fzkq.~:;S (r(cr:iS q)). 
(7) AEVXA~(X), then CT~~~E~~X.~~;&) (rx). 
(8) A=3xA,(x), then oI’f=Ar.(rO, oAp;iO,rl). 
(9) A=(vQ.ix.A,)(t), then aAP,S~(~g.~xr.OR;g(OAP;fr))i, where Q+P. 
Proposition 5.6. Let v = VP. Ax. A(P). If v(x) is not Harrop, 
IWq. pf: Axr. GA’;& (qxr) q Vx(C(x) --t A(C)) + Vx(C(x) + v(x)) 
holds. If v(x) is Harrop, 
0 q Vx(C(x) + A(C)) --) Vx(C(x) -+ v(x)) 
holds. 
We prove this in Appendix B. 
Theorem 5.7 (Soundness theorem). lfTIDv I- A, we can get a term efrom the proof of 
t A and TID, E (e q A) holds where all the free variables of e are included in all the free 
variables of A. 
Proof. By induction on the proof of t A. The case of the axiom (vl) is proved by 
Proposition 5.4. The case of the axiom (~2) is proved by Proposition 5.6. 0 
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6. Program synthesis with streams 
In this section, we give a general program extraction theorem, a stream program 
extraction theorem for TID, and an example of program synthesis. 
Program synthesis by theorem-proving techniques has been studied in both typed 
theories [2] and untyped theories [4]. For untyped theories, realizability interpreta- 
tions are used as the foundations of program synthesis by theorem-proving tech- 
niques. In Section 3, we showed that streams and programs which treat streams can be 
formalized in TID, by the facility of coinductive definitions of predicates. In Section 5, 
we showed that the realizability interpretation can be defined for TID, and the 
interpretation is sound. Hence we can synthesize programs which treat streams by 
theorem-proving techniques in TID, using the realizability interpretation. 
We represent streams by infinite lists constructed by pairing. We represent a speci- 
fication of a program by a formula: 
vx (A(x) -+ 3yB(x, Y)), 
where x is an input, y is an output, A(x) is an input condition and B(x, y) is an 
input-output relation. 
Theorem 6.1 (Program extraction). Suppose that we prove Q specijication formula 
Vx(A(x) + 3yB(x, y)) of a program in TID, and we have a realizer j such that 
Vx(AC-4 + (jx 4 A(x))). 
Then we can get a program f and a proof of 
Vx(44 + W,fx)) 
effectively from the proof of the specification formula. 
Proof. Since the specification formula is proved in TID,, by the soundness theorem 
(Theorem 5.7) of the q-realizability interpretation we have a realizer e such that 
e 4 Vx(A(x) + ~YB(x, Y)) 
holds. Let f be Ax.(ex(jx))O. Then the claim holds. 0 
We can synthesize a program in the following steps: 
(1) We write down a specification formula. 
(2) We prove the specification formula in TID,. 
(3) We extract a program from the proof. 
The program extraction theorem says that the third step can be automated 
completely. 
Example 6.2. We show an example of the program which gets a stream of natural 
numbers and returns a stream whose every element is the element of the input stream 
plus one. 
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The predicate NS(x) which says that x is a stream of natural numbers can be 
represented in TID, by the facility of coinductive definitions of predicates as follows: 
NSrvX.lx.x=(xo, Xl) & N(x,) & X(x,). 
The input condition of the specification is the formula NS(x). 
The input-output relation of the specification is the formula ADD1 (x, y), which is 
defined as follows: 
ADD1 ~vX.Axy.y,=x~+ 1 & X(x1, yl). 
The specification formula is 
Vx(NS(x) + 3yADDl (x, y)). 
We have one problem for this program synthesis method. The coinduction cannot 
be applied to the part Vx(NS(x) + ...) in the above example. We cannot prove 
3yADDl (x, y) by the coinduction in general. Therefore the realizer of the coinduction 
cannot give a loop structure to the program. On the other hand, the realizer of the 
induction principle plays an important role in this approach of program synthesis 
since the realizer corresponds to a loop structure of a program [4,7]. Therefore we 
need a new method by which the realizer of the coinduction also corresponds to a loop 
structure and is useful. 
Then we need a more specialized program extraction method for programs with 
streams by which the coinduction is useful. We give one solution for this problem by 
the next theorem. 
Let nthcdr~~f.~nx.dnOx(f(p,n) (plx)). nthcdr is the same function as in LISP. 
We put two restrictions on the theorem: Let p be a term such that px = nthcdr nx for 
some n depending on x0. One is that the input condition A(x) must be of the form 
(vX.Ax.x=(xg,x1) 6% 2(x,) & X(px))(x) f or some A”. The other is that the in- 
put-output relation B(x, y) must be of the form (vX. Axy.B(x, yO) & X( px, yl)) (x, y) 
for some B. These restrictions require that the input condition and the input-output 
relation are uniform over data, and they are natural when we suppose that the input 
x and the output y are both streams. 
Theorem 6.3 (Stream program extraction). Let nthcdr=pf.2nx.dnOx(f(pNn)xl). 
Suppose that the specification formula is Vx(A(x) -+ 3yB(x, y)), 
A=vX.Ax.x=(xo, xl) & 2(x,,) & X(px), 
B=vX./Zxy.B(x, y,) & X(px, y1), 
for some formulas A”(x) and @x, y) and some term n such that 
Vx(A(x) -+ N(nx)) 
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holds and we have a term j such that Vx(A(x) + (jx q A(x))). Then we dejine 
B”~vX.~x.3zi?(x, z) & X(px). 
Zf we have e such that 
e 4 vx(A(x) + B”(x)), 
we can get a term F such that 
vx(A(x) + B(x, Fx)), 
where 
~lter~~f.~x.(xOO,fxl), 
F=lx.filter(ex(jx)). 
We prove this in Appendix C. 
By this theorem, we can synthesize a program in the following steps: 
(1) We write down a specification formula Vx(A(x) + 3yB(x, y)). 
(2) We prove the corresponding formula Vx(A(x) + B”(x)) in TID,,. 
(3) We extract a program %x.jfilter(ex(jx)) from the proof, where e is a realizer of 
the corresponding formula Vx(A(x) -+ B”(x)). 
In the second step, we can apply the coinduction to prove the part B”(x) since B”(x) 
is defined by coinductive definitions. Therefore the realizer of the coinduction can give 
a loop structure to the program. 
Example 6.4. We treat the same example as Example 6.2 again. The specification 
formula is the formula Vx(NS(x) + 3yADDl (x, y)). Let a term n be Lx. 1 in Theorem 
6.3. Then px=xI. Hence the formula ADDlO is 
ADD1”~vX.;1x.3z(z=xO+ 1) &X(x,). (3) 
Therefore the corresponding formula we must prove is 
Vx(NS(x) -+ ADDlO(x (4) 
If we prove this formula in TID,, we can get a program which satisfies the specifica- 
tion by the stream program extraction theorem. 
The conditions of the theorem hold for this case. We can put j=J_x.gs.(O, s) since 
Vx(NS(x) + (P.(O, s> 4 NS(x))). 
We prove (4) in the following way here: Firstly, we prove 
Vx(NS(x) + 3z(z=x()+ 1) & NS(x,)). (5) 
This is proved by letting z be x0+ 1. Secondly, by letting C be NS in (~2) for ADDl”, 
we have 
Vx(NS(x) + 3z(z=x,, + 1) & NS(x,)) + Vx(NS(x) + ADDlo(x 
Finally, by (5) and (6), we get (4). 
(6) 
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We calculate realizers corresponding to the above proofs as follows: The realizer el 
corresponding to the proof of (5) is 
er-~xr.((xo+l,O),rll), 
e, q Vx(NS(x) + 3z(z = x0 + 1) & NS(x,)). 
The realizer e2 corresponding to the proof of (6) is 
e2-Iq.pJAxr.o(qxr), 
e2qVx(NS(x)-,3z(z=xO+1)&NS(x1))+Vx(NS(x) +ADDl”(x)), 
where 
o-~r.((rOO,rO1),fxlrl). 
The realizer e corresponding to the proof of (4) is 
e qVx(NS(x) ---f ADDlO(x 
We get 
e=pJIxr.((xo+ 1, O>,fxlrll). 
The extracted program F is 
Fx=filter(ex(jx))=jilter(fx(ps.(O,s))), 
wheref-~JLxr.((xc,+l,O),fxlr,r). Then we have Fx=(pg.ix.(xO+l,gx,)x. 
This is the program we expect. 
Note that the realizer e2 of the coinduction (6) gives the loop structure to the 
program F. 
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Appendix A: Axioms and inference rules of TID, 
The logical axioms and inference rules are the same as those of usual intuitionistic 
logic. 
Axioms for equality: 
Vx(x=x), (El) 
Vx,y(x=y & A(x) + A(y)). W’) 
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Axiom for B-conversion: 
(~x.a)b=a[x:=b], (Bf) 
where a[~:= b] means a term obtained from a by replacing every free occurrence of 
x by b. 
Axioms for pairing: 
Vx, Y(P0 (PXY) = x)9 (PI) 
kY(PI (PxY)=Y). (P2) 
Axioms for natural numbers: 
N(O), (Nf) 
Vx(N(x) + N(+x)), (N2) 
Vx(N(x) +p&x)=x), (N3) 
Vx(N(x) --f SNX ZO), (N4) 
A(O) & Vx(N(x) & A(x) + A&x)) + Vx(N(x) + A(x)). (N5) 
Axioms for d: 
Vx,y,a,b(N(x) & N(y) & x=y+dxyab=a), 
Vx,y,a,b(N(x) & N(y) & x#y+dxyab=b). 
PI) 
09 
Appendix B: Proof of soundness theorem 
Lemma B.1. Let $ be ,Iyx.Ir(y=fxr & G(r,x))f or an abstract G and a term f and q’ 
be qp I,..., P, CFI,GI,...,~~,G,I. 
(1) If a predicate variable P occurs only positively in a formula A, 
(r qb [F, G] A) + (oAp-/ r qb [F, $1 A). 
(2) If a predicate variable P occurs only negatively in a formula A, 
(rqrp[F,G”S]A)~(aAP,Srq~[F G]A). ? 
Proof. We suppose that the arity of P is 1 in the proof for simplicity. 
We will prove (1) and (2) simultaneously by induction on the construction of A. We 
will show only some cases, for other cases are proved similarly. 
Case A Harrop: 
(1) The claim holds since it is r=O & A + (h.r)r=O & A. 
(2) Similar to (1). 
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Case A-P(t): 
(1) The claim is F(r) & G(r,t) + F(t) & &((Au.ftr)r,t). Since we have 
G”f ((lr.ftr)r, t) t, 3s(ftr =fts & G(s, t)), the claim holds by putting s:= Y. 
(2) This case does not exist because P occurs positively in P(t). 
Case A=v(t), where vrvQ.lx.B(P,Q): 
Let 
v*=vQ*.Arx.(r q~,a[F,G,vpCF1,Q*I B(P,Q)>, 
vT-=vQ*.~rx.(~q6,QC~,G”S,~~C~I,Q*1~(P,Q>,, 
wcb~x~.“~;;,a, (IT&) y). 
We will show v* (r, x) --* v: (0\9$ r, x), 
By using only rules of NJ, it is equivalent o 
Vrx(v*(r,x) + vf (c7r;;X”; r, x)), 
Vrxy(y=a{$r & v*(r,x)+ vl*(y,x)) 
and 
Vxy(3r(y=cr:& r & v*(r, x)) + v?Yy, x)). 
By (v2), it is sufficient to show 
Vxy(3r(y=c+.$r & r*(r,x)) + (y 41p,oCF, @, VPCFI, 
Ayx.Slr(y=u,Pi,r & v*(r,x))] B(P,Q)). 
By using only rules of NJ, it is equivalent o 
Vxyv(y=~:<r & v*(r,X)~(yqlp,QIF,~/,~pCFl, 
ilyx.+(y=a$.$r & v*(r,x))] B(P,Q)) 
and 
iyx.+(y=a,Pi, r & v*(r,x))]B(P,Q)). (7) 
We will now show this. Fix x and r. Assume v*(r, x). By (~2) and v*(r, x), we have 
By the induction hypothesis for B(P, Q), we get 
~~;~,~~rq~,uCF,Gs,v,lFI,v*l W,Q). 
Using the induction hypothesis for B(P, Q) again, we have 
oQ<s (o’J 
BW, PI f,(p,Q) rj4b.Q [F, e’, dFI,~‘l W>Q). 
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By 0:X; = gx, pg = Ayx. 3 r(y = ocX$ r & v *(r, x)) holds. By c$;E, e, (a;;:, pJ r) = o$f r, 
.$$r qb,aCF, @, ~~Cf’I,~yx.+(y=~,Pi,r & v*(r,x))l W,Q) 
holds and we get the claim (7). 
(2) Similar to (1). 0 
Proof of Proposition 5.6. Suppose that v(x) is not Harrop. Let v=vP.k.A(P). 
Assume 
4 4 Vx(C(x) + A(C)) 
and let 
f= PJ h-r. of;.& (qxr). 
We will show 
.I-4 Vx(C(4 -+ v(4). 
Let v *(r, x) = (r q v(x)). It is sufficient to show 
Vxr((r q C(x)) -+ v*(fxr,x)). 
This is equivalent to 
Vxy(3r((r 4 C(X)) & y=fxr) + v*(y, x)). 
By (v2), it is sufficient to show 
Vxy(+((r 4 C(x)) & y=fxr) + (y 4P Cv,J-yx.+((r 4 C(x)) & Y=.fxr)l W?)). 
This is equivalent to 
V-4@ 4 C(x)) + (fxr 4pCv,~Yx.+((r 4 C(x)) & Y=.fxr)l AU?)). 
Fix x and r and assume 
r 4 C(x). 
We will show 
(8) 
fxr 4PCv, iyx.gr((r 4 C(x)) & Y=fxr)l WV 
By the assumption about q, 
(9) 
qxr 4 A (0 
Hence 
qxr qPCC, lyx.(y 4 C(x))1 NT 
By positivity and Vx(C(x) + v(x)), 
qxr 4i4v, Ayx.(y 4 C(x))1 40 
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By letting G:=Ayx.(y q C(x)) in Lemma B.l, 
CA’;& (qxr) qPCv, Ayx.+((r 4 C(4) & Y=fxr)l A(P). 
By fxr = g;;fp) (qxr), we have 
fxr 4PCv, Ayx.M(r 4 C(4) & Y=fxr)l A(P). 
Then (9) holds. Hence (8) holds. 0 
Appendix C: proof of stream extraction theorem 
Lemma C.l. Suppose that 
VX(“T(X) --) N(nx)), 
prlx.nthcdr(nx,)x, 
AEVX.AX.X=(X(),X~) & &x0) & X(px), 
B-vX.Ilxy.B”(x,y,) & X(px,y,), 
B”-vX.~x.3zB(x,z) & X(px). 
Then 
v.Wx(4x) --* (fx 4 B”(x))) + vx(A(x) --f B(x,@er(fx)))) 
holds. 
Proof. By using only rules of NJ, the above goal is equivalent to 
VXY WlVx(A(x) -+ (fx 4 B”(x))) 8~ 44 & y=$htfx)) + WX,Y)). 
By (v2), it is sufficient to show 
Vxy(Sf(Vx(A(x) + (fx q B”(x))) & A(x) & y=Jilter(fx)) + 
Rx,y0) & %0x(4x) + (sx 4 B”(x))) & Ox) & YI =.WMt4))). 
By using only rules of NJ, it is equivalent to 
Vxf(Vx(A(x) + (fx qB”(x)) & A(x) + 
&x,($Wfx))d & MV-444 + (sx qB”(x))) 8~ 
A(w) & (.WWx))~ =_Wr(dpx)))). 
We will now prove this. Fix x and f and assume that 
V-W(x)) + (fx 4 B”(x)), 
A(x). 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
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By (11) and (12), (fx q B”(x)) holds. Hence, 
((f&I 4 &x0-x)00)) & ((fx)1 4 B”(P)) (13) 
holds. Therefore, B”(x,(filter(fx)),) holds since ($lter(fx))o=(fx)oo, 
Putg~~Y.(f(xo,...,X.xo-l, Y))~. WewillshowVy(A(y)-+(gyqB”(y))).Fixyand 
assume that A(y). By the definition of A and p(xO, . . . . ~,~~_~,y)=y, 
A(x)++x=<x,,x,) & X(x()) & A(px) 
and 
A((x,,...,x,,,-,,y))ctAl(x,) & NY) 
hold. By this and (12), A”@,) holds. Hence A( (x0, . . . , x,,,_ 1, y)) holds. Combining 
it with (ll), we get (f(x,, ,..., ~,,~_~,y)qB~((x~ ,..., ~,,,_~,y>)). Hence 
((f&l, ‘.. ,~~~~_~,y))~ q B”(y)) and (gy q B”(y)) hold. Therefore we get 
VY@(Y) + (sy q B”(Y))). 
By (12), A(px) holds. Since, in general, ($lte~-(s))~ =_fiZter(sI) holds, we get 
(filter(f~))~ =filter((fx)l) =filter(g(px)). Therefore (10) holds. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. By the assumptions and the definition of q-realizability, 
Vx(A(x) +(ex(jx) q B”(x))) holds. Letting f be Ax.ex( jx) in Lemma Cl, we get 
Vx(A(x) + B(x, Fx)). 0 
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